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Maxwell's examination of the properties of the "flight
of brickbats/' as he described Saturn's rings, is said to have
been the origin of his researches into the dynamical theory
of gases. His first important contributions to this theory
were read at the Aberdeen meeting of the British Association
in 1859.
Maxwell reported soon after he had gone to Aberdeen
that "No jokes of any kind are understood here, I have
not made one for two months and if I feel one coming I
shall bite my tongue." Nevertheless, he married the
daughter of the Principal of Marischal College.
He was not much upset by his departure from Aberdeen.
He was quite happy acting as the laird of "Glenlair," and
continuing the life his father had organized. The chair of
natural philosophy at Edinburgh became vacant through
the retirement of Forbes, and Maxwell applied for it, but
P. G. Tait was preferred by the electors. The Edinburgh
Courant contained the comment that "Professor Maxwell
is already acknowledged to be one of the most remarkable
men known to the scientific world . . . there is another
quality which is desirable in a Professor in a University
like ours and that is the power of oral exposition proceeding
on the supposition of imperfect knowledge or even total
ignorance on the part of pupils. We have little doubt that
it was a deficiency in this power in Professor Maxwell which
made the Curators prefer the claims of Mr. Tait." As
Sir J. J. Thomson writes, the view that Maxwell was
unsuccessful as a teacher must seem strange to those who
know him only through his writings, but it is possible he
drifted away from the level of his students' understanding,
when he did not read his lectures from manuscript.
At any rate, two universities in his native land had the
opportunity of retaining him as their professor, but both
preferred teachers. In the condition of Scottish education
to-day some critics see the retribution for the preference of
teaching ability to creative genius. In the long run, this
policy does not pay.
After two repulses one might have expected Maxwell to
have retreated from the pursuit of a professional career.

